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The Batman has returned after a 10-year absence. The Gotham authorities want to arrest him. An
old foe wants a reunion. The Feds want the Man of Tomorrow to put a stop to him. After a 10 year
absence, the Dark Knight has returned to Gotham to fight the Mutant threat. After defeating the
mutants, he has taken control of a gang loyal to him in order to make Gotham a safer place. But, the
Joker has decided to stop this, and fights against Batman in a deadly duel. Meanwhile, the Man of
Steel is ordered to stop the Dark Knight because the government believes that his ways are wrong.
As Batman fights the Joker, the Man of Steel prepares for his greatest fight. In the second part we
follow as Batman has now to face two new threat from his old days. The first is the Joker who after
being in a stage of potato for years his now active and he is terrifying as f**k and great voice work
by Michael Emerson from Lost and Person of Interest. The other threat well is written in the title(!)
the Man of Steel, this one fight that in Batman versus Superman everyone wanted to be like the one
from the comics and this movie. Unfortunately this didn't happen ,but the fight between those to
titans is climatic,intense and epic!!!

As for the animation and voice work just lie with the first part,flawless and it is a really fast pasted
story with little to no time to get relaxed. The great part is that this doesn't bother me for it is done
fine and that is also other theme of the story, time is running low for Bats as his campaign is get
noticed by the Government ,which isn't happy with his vigilante ways, so they can be only two ways
this ends ,either they stop or Batman stops and so release the dogs of war!!

At this point I have nothing more to write about this flick. Crazy, this one of the few times of my life
that I am unable to add something more to what I am saying or in this case writing, for I already
gave praise to this part of Batman Mythology in the first part of the Returns ans feel free to check
my review out.

To summaries the best way to watch this two part movie is to watch one after the other or find the
DVD version which has them combine. Have a great time! It's funny that i can draw parallel with my
review for « Mad love » that i didn't praise even if it's also similar to the comics. So i was afraid for
this one and it's a surprise that i like it and i wonder why ?

my first explanation is the quality of the source : « DKI » is a cult comics among the best ever
because Frank Miller has really understand the character, his universe and like « Watchmen », he
writes for adults putting super heroes in perspective with the society, political power. This story of an
old batman is totally riveting and watching it on a screen helps me discover things that i haven't
seen so far : 1) with a girl for Robin, Bruce can be more warmly 2) the 4 parts can be tied : 1 & 3 is
about old enemy having rehabilitation with the help of a shrink ; 2 & 4 is about a powerful leader
who has to bite the dust ! 3) Miller has guessed all the terror attacks : Gotham twin towers
exploding, killing an audience having fun, chaos after a bombing,�

Another great thing in this adaptation is that all the memorable moments of the comics are still
there. I expected the censorship to cut a lot but there wasn't a single : the fascist babe, Joker
burning skulls, the TV shows, the soviet attacks, �

After all this praise, now the few disappointments : first of all, the only thing that get cut is Batman's
voice-over : it's a pity as it showed that he was nearly suicidal and surely sadistic ! Next, the
animation is really good and looks likes the art of Miller/Janson with a reminiscent of « Akira » but the
animators lack skills in scale, perspective : the room are too big for the characters, etc� and for sure,
the biggest flaw is the colors ! Varley was talented and in my opinion, « DKI » is black, gray, blue�
Here the colors are yellow and the mood totally changes ! When you see the opening race, you have
indeed the tone for all the movie, too luminous and too bright ! That's why when Gotham flinches at
the end, we don't have the feeling of the total panic the comics told us about ! If they can change
their tones for « DKII », so i'm sure it will be then a incredible hit ! The budgets for the DC Universe
Animated Original Movies only allow for films of about 70 to 75 minutes in length. The graphic novel
The Dark Knight Returns is long enough that it couldn't be adapted as a single animated film without
seriously compromising the original story. The book has been split into two to allow for a more
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faithful adaptation. a5c7b9f00b 
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